
◆Dr. Tran Minh Truong (6/10/2015 - 9/10/2015)：チョーライ病院副院長  

First of all, I would like to send my sincere thanks to University of Tsukuba 

Hospital has invited me to visit your hospital.  

Tsukuba is an academy city where many prestige scientists were from and 

brought fame to Japan. Regarding culture aspect, Japan and Vietnam have many 

similar points, and this trip was good chance for me to experience Japanese values 

and culture.  I had time to observe Japanese daily activities and shopping habits. 

Although the cost of living in Tsukuba is high but is lower than in Tokyo.  

At Tsukuba hospital, I had chance to observe the working mechanisms of a 

big hospital with clinical lab unit at training center, where many foreign students 

come to learn and many professors were trained and graduated from. Not few of 

them have come to Vietnam as technical cooperation. I have observed the clinical 

practice unit with modern equipment that we are about to equip for Cho Ray 

hospital. 

University of Tsukuba hospital is very well equipped and modern with 

highly skilled staffs and good facility. I am very happy to meet many Cho Ray 

hospital staffs come there to study and I think the current cooperation program 

between Cho Ray hospital and Tsukuba hospital will bring many fruitful results. 

 I have observed and learned the working procedures of some departments 

such as outpatient, operating theater. The organization structure of the hospital 

helps the patients in approaching the doctors with more convenience hence 

improve the quality of medical services.  

After this visit, I have worked with my colleagues in ENT department and I 

hope there will be many other cooperation programs in training and scientific 

research. 

During the visit, I have interesting experience with Japanese cuisine, not 

only an art in presenting but also very good taste, which is good reflect of Japanese 

long cuisine history.  

In general, the visit came at ease thanks to the friendly Japanese colleagues 

have brought to me in the short four days. Again, I would like to thank University 

of Tsukuba hospital has given me this successful trip. 



 

10月 7日 松村病院長表敬の様子 


